Abstract. This paper investigates the problem of designing scalable and cost-effective wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical interconnects. We propose a new design for WDM optical interconnect that has several advantages over existing designs. First, wavelength conversion occurs between two predefined wavelengths. This not only eliminates the need for expensive wide-range wavelength converters, but also ensures high scalability as the conversion range is independent of the number of the wavelengths in the system. Second, the new design requires a smaller number of switching elements compared to most of the recent best interconnect designs.
Introduction
A Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) interconnect provides the basic functionality of switching a signal arriving at an input fiber on one of the possible wavelengths to an output fiber on a possibly different wavelength, while maintaining the signal in the optical domain. In the absence of Wavelength Converters (WCs); an optical interconnect can only switch signals in the "space domain": an input signal on a given wavelength can be connected to any output fiber without changing its wavelength (given that this wavelength is free on the required output fiber). Switching only in the space domain, however, limits the capability of the interconnect. Thus, introduction of switching in both space and wavelength domains enhances the capability of interconnects. Several interconnect with space and wavelength switching capabilities have been proposed over the last few years, e.g. [11] [17] [38] [39] .
However, as WDM enables more and more wavelengths per fiber, the design of cost-effective and scalable WDM optical interconnects becomes a real challenge as the number of required switches and WCs increases. Large number of switches and WCs can lead to architectures that are impractical or economically infeasible. In general, the cost of a WDM interconnect is dominated by two factors: the switching cost and the wavelength conversion cost [11] [38] [39] . Switching cost is proportional to the total number of switching elements (SEs) in the interconnect [38] [39] .
Conversion cost, on the other hand, depends on the total number of WCs as well as the conversion cost of each WC. Let Λ be the set of wavelengths in the network, and let S and D be two sets of wavelengths such that S ⊆ Λ and D ⊆ Λ. Denote by WC(S, D) a WC that is capable of converting any wavelength in set S to any wavelength in set D. The conversion cost of WC(S, D) is therefore proportional to |S|.|D|, 1 ≤ |S|, |D| ≤ |Λ| [38] . Obviously, the cheapest WC is the one with |S| = |D| = 1, or a Fixed-range WC. Most existing WDM interconnects, however, make use of Full-range WCs (FWC) where |S| = |D| = W [11] [39] . Typical WDM interconnects are large, and for these FWCs can be very expensive and difficult to implement and thus, more recent interconnects adapt Limitedrange WCs (LWCs) instead of FWCs [38] .
Using LWCs, however, may not lead to cost-effective and scalable WDM design, particularly for large interconnects. This because, the conversion range of LWCs is proportional to the number wavelengths in the system. Therefore, as the number of wavelengths in the system increases, so does the conversion range of LWCs. We argue that, in order to develop cost-effective and highly scalable WDM interconnects, the range of used wavelength conversion must be independent of the number of wavelengths in the system. Accordingly, in this paper, we investigate a new design for WDM optical interconnects that require "only" wavelength conversion between two predefined wavelengths while providing a full-connectivity between input and output fibers. The new design exploits the potential of the Wavelength Exchange Optical Crossbar (WOC) -a device that can switch signals simultaneously and seamlessly both in space and wavelength domains [17] . The proposed design follows the recursive structure of the well-known Clos network [5] , and hence, scalability occurs in an orderly fashion.
The reminder of the paper is organized as following. Section 2 provides an overview of existing WDM optical interconnect design approaches. The proposed design is presented in Section 3. Section 4 investigates the hardware complexity of the new design. A comparison of different interconnect designs is given in Section 5; Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
Existing Designs for WDM Optical Interconnect
Several WDM interconnect designs have been investigated in the literature, e.g. [1] , [3] , [9] , [11] , [13] - [16] , [20] , [26] , [27] , [36] - [38] . A generic F W ×F W WDM optical interconnect (where F and W represent, respectively, the number of fibers and wavelengths per fiber) consists of two main modules: a space switching unit (a switching unit, for short) and one or more wavelength conversion units (conversion units). In the following, we classify existing interconnect architectures based on the design of their switching and conversion units. [32] . A MIN interconnects a set of input ports to a set of outputs ports using several stages of fixedsize switching modules. Electronic MINs have been extensively investigated in the literature and several designs were propagated to the optical domain, e.g. [1] , [3] , [9] , [13] , [14] , [17] , [20] , [26] , [27] , [38] , [39] . -Design of Conversion Units. Conversion units are realized using wavelength converters. Regardless of their technology, WC can be generally classified into Full-range or Limited-range converters. Designs for conversion units can be classified into three main categorizes: 1. Dedicated Wavelength Conversion: In this approach, each input and/or output port is assigned a dedicated WC. Thus, a F W ×F W interconnect under this design will have at least F W WCs. These WCs can be FWCs, e.g. [11] , [37] , [39] , or LWCs (and SWCs), e.g. [15] , [16] , [36] , [38] . With large number of wavelengths, however, this approach can lead to designs that are impractical, especially if FWCs are used. 2. Wavelength Converter Banks: In this design scheme, a pool of WCs is allocated in the interconnect [23] , [28] . Only signals that require wavelength conversion are directed to this pool and then switched to the required output port. In such a design, there is a trade-off between the number of converter banks and WCs within each bank; the cost and complexity of switching; and the permutation capacity of the interconnect (i.e. the number of permutations patterns that the interconnect can realize). 3. Bulk Wavelength Conversion: This scheme adapts bulk WCs that are capable of converting multiple wavelengths simultaneously. Interconnects that use bulk WCs are known as wave-mixing interconnects [1] , [27] . Wave-mixing interconnects considerably reduce the number of WCs compared to other design approaches, while avoiding the added complexity of the shared conversion bank design discussed above. However, these designs may introduce up to O(logW ) wavelength conversion stages [27] , and hence, the length of the signal path within the switch increases. These extra stages not only increase hardware complexity but also increase the length of the signal path. As a result, delay, signal attenuation, and accumulated cross-talk noise are also increased [8] .
The Proposed WDM Interconnect
The proposed design is based on the well-known Clos network [5] . An N × N 3-stage Clos network, denoted as C(m, n, r), has r switches of n×m size each in the first stage; m switches of r×r size each in the second; and r switches of m×n size each in the third stage, and N = r.n. The parameter m determines the blocking characteristics of the Clos network. For brevity, we consider only rearrangable nonblocking interconnects, i.e. m = n [22] , and extensions to strictly nonblocking designs follows easily. In the following, we first review the main building blocks of the proposed interconnect and then we present the structure of the new design. 
Wavelength Exchange Optical Crossbar
This section briefly reviews the concepts of WOCs and WDM crossbar switches used in the proposed design. A WOC has two input ports, two output ports, and a control signal (Figure 1 ) [17] . The input to a WOC is two signals S 1 at wavelength λ a , and S 2 at wavelength λ b . When the control signal is OFF ; an input signal to the WOC appears at an output port with the same wavelength. Conversely, when the control signal is ON, the WOC performs both switching and conversion simultaneously. WOC can be realized by simultaneous power exchange between the two input signals, a phenomenon that has been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated using Four Wave Mixing (FWM) [24] [25], and Photonic Crystal [2] . It is worth noting that, a WOC performs predefined fixed wavelength conversion and hence |S| = |D| = 1.
WDM Crossbar Switches
Let W λ (F ×F ) denotes an N × N WDM interconnect with F input and F output fibers, where each fiber has W wavelengths, and N = F W . Without lose of generality, F and W are assumed to be powers of 2. We denote by λ f j w , a signal on wavelength λ w in fiber j. Figure 2 shows a 2 λ (2×2) WDM crossbar and symbolic notation. Unlike conventional crossbars where signals can be switched only in the space domain, WDM crossbars employ WOCs and thus they can switch in both space and wavelength domains. The label (1, 2) in the figure indicates a WOC that exchanges signal between λ 1 and λ 2 . 
A New WDM Interconnect Design
The basic idea in the new design is to perform pure space switching in the first and third stages while any needed wavelength conversion is performed in the middle stage. Therefore, in our design, space crossbars are used in the first and third stages, whereas WDM crossbars in the middle stage. Thus, there are r switches each of size 1 λ (n × n) in the first stage (2 ≤ n ≤ F − 1); n switches each of size (
) in the second stage; and r switches each of size 1 λ (n × n) in the third stage.
Different values of n lead to different interconnect structures, thus, there are F − 1 different designs for a W λ (F ×F ) interconnect. However, if we assume n = 2 k , 1 ≤ k ≤ log 2 F , then there are at most log 2 F designs.
An Example: The 4 λ (16 × 16) WDM Interconnect
Here we show a 4 λ (16 × 16) interconnect using the proposed design approach. Since F = 16, hence, there are 4 (= log 2 16) different designs. The cost of these designs is given in Table 1 . It is worth noting that the four designs have the same number of WOCs. As we show later in this paper, the number of WOCs does not depend on the value of n. Figure 3 shows two 4 λ (16 × 16) interconnect designs for n = 2 and n = 4.
Hardware Cost
To estimate the hardware complexity of the new design, we compute the overall number of switches and WOCs. In the following, we compute the cost of a WDM interconnect under the proposed design, and then, we drive the values of n to design an interconnect with minimum hardware cost.
Lemma 1. the total number of SEs and WOCs in a W
Proof. The proof follows directly from [18] .
Lemma 2. the total number of SEs and WOCs in a W λ (F ×F ) WDM crossbar is:
Proof. The first and third stages consist of switches of size n 2 , therefore, there are 2.r.n 2 SEs in these two stages. The number of SEs in the middle stage can be computed by substituting N with (N/n) (the size of a WDM crossbar in the middle stage) in Equation (1). Thus, the total number of SEs is:
Substituting r with N/n in the above equation, we obtain:
The number of WOCs depends only on the size of the switches in the middle stage. It is straightforward to show that the total number of WOCs in the new design is:
Since different values of n result in different designs with different hardware costs, it is interesting to investigate the value of n that leads to an interconnect with minimum hardware cost. It may be noted from (7) that the number of WOCs is independent on the value of n. Therefore, to optimize the cost of an interconnect under our design, it is sufficient to minimize the number of SEs.
To find the optimal value of n that minimizes the total number of SEs, we set the derivation of # SEs in Equation (6) to zero, to obtain:
By substituting the value of n above in the total number of SEs in Equation (6), we obtain:
Comparison of Designs
Recent WDM interconnect designs with sparse crossbar switches can potentially reduce the number of SEs and have shown to be very cost-effective compared to existing interconnect designs [38] [39] . Therefore, it is sufficient to compare our 
design with these two recent designs (See Table 2 ). The Sparse/FWC interconnect design in [39] requires the minimum number of SEs compared to existing WDM interconnects including the proposed. However, the design in [39] requires F W Full-range WCs (|S| = |D| = W ), leading to O(W 3 ) conversion cost, which makes the design impractical or economically infeasible when the number of wavelengths increases.
To reduce the conversion cost while controlling the number of SEs, the Sparse/LWC interconnect [38] Clearly, Sparse/LWC interconnects are more practical as compared to the Sparse/FWC designs, and hence, in the following, we focus on comparing our design with the Sparse/LWC interconnects. We show that, for the same conversion cost, our design requires a smaller number of SEs compared to the Sparse/LWC design. This can be shown by computing the value of c by equating the conversion cost of both designs:
Using the above value of c, Figure 4 shows the total number of SEs for the Sparse/LWC design normalized to the total number of SEs in our design for an interconnect with F = 16 and for different number of wavelengths. As shown in the figure, our design has smaller number of SEs compared to the Sparse/LWC design. Also, it may be noted that the conversion range, c, for the LWCs in Sparse/LWC design increases as the number of wavelengths increases (See Figure 5 ) even when both designs have the same overall conversion cost. Moreover, as conversion range increases the WCs become harder to implement with current optical technologies, limiting the scalability of the Sparse/LWC design.
It may be noted that a Sparse/LWC interconnect can be designed using only fixed-range WCs by selecting c = 1 [38] . Such designs render smaller conversion cost by increasing the number of SEs (See Figure 4) . As the number of wavelengths increases, this design may require more than 1.5 times the number of SEs in our design.
It should be pointed out, however, that, an accurate comparison of different designs should take into consideration the overall cost of an interconnect. Indeed, since the proposed design and the Sparse/LWC are based on two different technologies, thus, the actual costs of WOCs, WCs, and SEs, will determine which of the two designs has a smaller overall hardware cost. For example, if the cost of WOCs is higher than that of WCs, then, the Sparse/LWC design will probably have a smaller overall cost compared to the proposed design. Such analysis is difficult since we do not have a good estimation of the actual cost of WOCs, however, one can analyze a range of values for each of the different components (i.e. WOCs, WCs, and SEs) and identify the regions in which each design will have a smaller cost, we leave this investigation for future work.
Although, we have focused our comparison on the number of SEs and the conversion cost, it is worth noting that sparse crossbars require complex routing algorithms compared to full crossbars [38] . Our design, on the other hand, preserves the structure of full crossbars, and hence, any existing routing algorithm can be readily adapted for our design. Therefore, the new design provides "fast and simple" switching.
Conclusions
We propose a new WDM optical interconnect design that provides full-connectivity while performing conversion between predefined wavelengths, and hence, eliminating the need for expensive full-and wide-range wavelength converters used in most designs. This not only reduces the conversion cost, but also provides fast and simple switching. Moreover, the conversion range is independent of the number of wavelengths in the network which improves the scalability of interconnect. In addition, for the same conversion cost, the proposed design requires a smaller number of SEs compared to best known designs.
